<Karriaunna> ACTD-Wide Storyline V: “In the Field of Conflict” Part Fourteen, U.S.S. Scorpius: “Mission of Mercy”
<Karriaunna> <<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
<XO_VanSickle> ::standing near the helm, overseeing the FCO::
<FCO_Vince> ::at the helm::
<CEO_AQilla> ::on the bridge::
<FCO_Vince> ::monitors navigational sensors::
<CMO_Xye> ::in sickbay ordering medical staff to sections of the ship::
<CSO_Shiar> ::at science station::
<XO_VanSickle> FCO: How is the Sitting Bull keeping up?
<SCO_Daimon> ::Sits on the bridge:: FCO: Decrease speed to half, and move us to 4 mark 38
<FCO_Vince> XO:  They seem to be decreasing speed
<XO_VanSickle> FCO: ETA to the planet?
<SCO_Daimon> <SFCO> SCO: Aye sir ::decreases speed to one half, and moves the shady side of the third moon.
<SCEO_Mason> @::In ME of the Sitting Bull::
<SCO_Daimon> <edit a s and a few @'s>
<FCO_Vince> XO:  We'll be in range within a couple of minutes...and the SB is 5 minutes away
<Zy`tel> #::Slinks through the streets looking for a weapon::
<XO_VanSickle> FCO: Slow to impulse and prepare to enter orbit.
<SCO_Daimon> *SCEO*: Report Mr. Mason
<FCO_Vince> XO:  Aye Commander  ::Reduces speed to impulse::
<XO_VanSickle> CO: We're approaching the system, ma'am.
<CMO_Xye> ::eyeballs his console and types in a few commands:: MO: Veridia... we're going to have plenty of people in here hurt and begging for help. Don't panic. I know you have trouble with pressure.
<Zy`Cil> #:: follows closly behind Zy`Tel.. tripping over a peice of broken stone:: Oooff! ohh.. 
<CO_TPaula> CSO: As soon as we're in range, locate the civilians we're evacuating.
<SCEO_Mason> @*SCO*: All systems are in top shape... we're ready to go sir.
<CMO_Xye> <MO_Veridia> ::breaths calmly:: CMO: I'll try sir.
<CEO_AQilla> *CMO*:  Doctor, will you need an emergency triage centre?
<Zy`tel> #::picks up an iron rod and softly grips it in his young hands::
<XO_VanSickle> CO: You think everything will happen just as we did in simulation?
<FCO_Vince> ::prepares to enter orbit::
<CMO_Xye> ::taps commbadge:: *CEO*: No. I have the Holo-Sickbay ready with Doctor Sevik standing by.
<CO_TPaula> XO: I hope not.  Do we have the same problem with transporters?
<SCEO_Mason> @::Opens an access panel and enters a JT::
<Zy`Cil> # ::is a 13 year old Doman female.. in a torn red and green jump suite.. her tail flipping with annoyance as she sits up listening for the evil white things::
<FCO_Vince> XO:  Entering standard orbit
<XO_VanSickle> CSO: What's the atmosphere like?
<SCO_Daimon> @ SOPS: Any sign of our contact ship?
<CMO_Xye> *CEO*: The holosickbay is four times my sickbay's size. Sometimes I wonder if that hologram has it better than me.
<CSO_Shiar> :: scans atmosphere::
<Zy`tel> #::Looks over his shoulder at the young female and motions for her to keep up::
<SCO_Daimon> @<SOPS> SCO: Aye sir, the Scorpius just entered orbit around the main planet, shall I make contact with them?
<CEO_AQilla> *CMO*:  Acknowleged.  Cargo bay 4 is available should you need it.
<Zy`Cil> # ::stands and rushes to Zy`Tel's side:: Zy`Tel: have you see the others?
<SCO_Daimon> @SOPS: Aye, hail them.
<CMO_Xye> ::scrambles and slaps head:: MO: We need more supplies. I'll be back.
<CMO_Xye> MO: You have sickbay. I'll be back before anything happens.
<XO_VanSickle> CO: I believe we may have the same problems as in the simulation.  Shall I prepare a shuttle task force?
<Zy`tel> #::proud, angry 15 year old; purple fur is dirty and clothing is torn::_r_nZy'Cil: There noise is over there. Perhaps we can link up.
<SCO_Daimon> @<SOPS> ::opens hailing frequencies with the Scorpius::
<CO_TPaula> ::nods::
<CMO_Xye> ::rushes out of sickbay with medical bag and heads to the turbolift::
<SCEO_Mason> @::Climbs through the JT for what seems like miles, then opens another access panel::
<CSO_Shiar> XO: breathable, a bit high on oxygen and there's some polaron interference
<XO_VanSickle> FCO: When we're in position and we've made contact with the colonists, prepare to go to the shuttle bay.
<XO_VanSickle> *CMO* Prepare to report to the shuttle bay on my word, doctor.
<SCEO_Mason> @::Climbs out of the JT onto the bridge, directly behind the Captains chair::
<Zy`Cil> # Zt`Tel: I left the Senate.. looking for my brother.. but.. but.. he's.. ::sniffs:: ok.. ::looks around as rubble falls from a shattered building near by and hits the street::
<Zy`tel> #::Shudders from the sounds of battle just beyond the city::
<FCO_Vince> XO:  Aye Sir 
<XO_VanSickle> CSO: Send a ship-wide comm to security teams to report to the shuttle bays and stand by for futher orders.
<CMO_Xye> ::taps commbadge:: *XO*: Aye sir. I'm at the cargo bay. I'm just meters away.
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  Intense fighting is heard inside the Gov't building.
<SCO_Daimon> @::Lurches forward as the SCEO comes out of the hatch....:: SCEO: Do you have to enter through there?
<CSO_Shiar> XO: sir.
<FCO_Vince> ::Checks over the helm control before heading for the TL::
<CSO_Shiar> :: sends message::
<SCEO_Mason> @::Surprised:: SCO: Well.... yes sir.
<Zy`tel> #Zy'cil: Hush, stop the sniffling and watch your step.
<CEO_AQilla> XO:  And me, Sir?
<CMO_Xye> ::carries a big case of medical supplies to a cargo transporter:: Computer: Transport supplies to medical supply room. Energize.
<SCEO_Mason> @::walks over to the Engineering station::
<XO_VanSickle> CEO: You pilot the number two shuttle.
<Zy`tel> #::Looks into a shop window and sees the baked goods:: Zy'cil: In here.
<CEO_AQilla> XO:  Yes, SIr
<FCO_Vince> ::holds the TL for the XO::
<SCO_Daimon> @SCEO: I wish you would install another porthole, my seat always jerks when you come in.
<Zy`Cil> # ::frowns:: Zy`Tel: fine.. I..ohh food!
<CEO_AQilla> ::leaves bridge, enters TL::
<CSO_Shiar> XO: i'm detecting heavy weapons fire
<Zy`tel> #::The shop is in shambles... food everywhere::
<XO_VanSickle> *CMO* Report to shuttle bay 1 on the double!
<SCEO_Mason> @SCO: I will, as soon as I can sir.  ::Chuckling under his breath::
<CMO_Xye> ::puts on two more cases of medical supplies:: Self: This should be enough. Computer: Transport to sickbay. Energize.
<XO_VanSickle> CSO: Tell the security teams to break out type III phaser rifles.
<CMO_Xye> *XO*: Aye sir. On my way.
<XO_VanSickle> CEO/FCO: Let's go!
<Zy`Cil> #:: rushes in past Zy`tel and starts picking things up off the floor.. taking a bite out of every other bread and fruit she collects::
<FCO_Vince> ::lets TL go::
<SCO_Daimon> @SCEO: Yes.....well...SOPS: Any responce from the Scorpius?
<XO_VanSickle> ::enters TL::
<Zy`tel> #::Winces from the impact of the firing:: Zy'cil: Here. ::hands her a roll::
<CSO_Shiar> :: sends message::
<FCO_Vince> computer:  Shuttle Bay 1
<CEO_AQilla> ::in TL::
<Zy`tel> #::Sees Zy'cil mouth stuffed with food and snickers::
<CMO_Xye> ::rushes from cargo bay and heads to shuttlebay:: MO: Veridia. I've activated the holosickbay. If you get nervous you can send the crew there. The EMH can handle it. ::running down the corridor::
<Zy`tel> #::Slowly munches the roll and looks around::
<XO_VanSickle> ::rides TL to SB1::
<CMO_Xye> <*Veridia*>
<Zy`Cil> #:: blinks and grins.. scooping a few things into a cloth bag on the floor:: ZY`Tel: there are about 50 of us hiding in the Senate. They will be hungry..
<SCO_Daimon> @<SOPS> SCO: Negetive sir, the radiation from the moon must be cloaking our signals
<XO_VanSickle> ::TL stops near SB1:: FCO/CEO: To the shuttles.  FCO: Take the Rio Bravo.  CEO: You have the Mississippi.
<Zy`tel> #Zy'Cil: We need to try to get to the Colony Headquarters building.  I think we'll be safer there.
<Zy`Cil> # Zy`Tel: but what about the other kids?
<FCO_Vince> ::exits TL and heads for the Rio Bravo::
<CEO_AQilla> XO:  Acknowledged.  ::enters the Mississippi and initiates pre-launch sequence::
<XO_VanSickle> ::follows the FCO to the Rio Bravo::
<Zy`tel> #::Bends over and scoops up food and puts it into her bag::
<XO_VanSickle> CMO: Doc!  Follow us to the Rio Bravo.
<CMO_Xye> ::enters shuttlebay with medical bag:: Self: I forgot. Computer: Transport a small anti-matter container to the Rio Grande. Energize.
<Zy`tel> #Zy'Cil: We'll collect as many as we can on the way.
<XO_VanSickle> CMO: Rio Grande?  We're on the Rio Bravo.
<Zy`tel> #::Sounds braver than he is::
<FCO_Vince> ::boards the Rio Bravo and powers it up for launch::
<Zy`Cil> # Zy`Tel: thanks.. ::looks up.. hearing a fighter buzz past and shake the building.. :: More toops.. 
<XO_VanSickle> ::follows and takes tactical::
<SCEO_Mason> @SCO: Sir, all the shuttles are ready, how long until we begin the evac?
<CMO_Xye> ::enters Rio Bravo:: Self: Oops. Computer: Redo transport to Rio Bravo. Energize.
<Zy`tel> #::Nods:: Zy'Cil: Yes, lets go.
<XO_VanSickle> FCO: Launch when ready.
<Glordrail> #::Sends troups to begin knocking down the walls::
<XO_VanSickle> *CEO* Prepare to launch on our mark.
<CEO_AQilla> *XO*:  We're ready, Sir
<FCO_Vince> Computer:  Lock onto my Bat'Leth and beam to the Rio Bravo.  Energize
<FCO_Vince> XO:  Just in case
<XO_VanSickle> ::smiles at Vince::
<FCO_Vince> ::Bat'leth materializes in Rio Bravo::
<SCO_Daimon> @SCEO: Ah yes, the extraction.....SFCO: Bring us into a orbit around the planet
<FCO_Vince> XO:  We're ready to Launch
<XO_VanSickle> FCO/*CEO*: Launch!
<Zy`Cil> #:: grabs the bag close and rushes to the door.. hearing footsteps over broken rock:: Zy`Tel: is there another way out?
<CEO_AQilla> *XO*:  Launching
<CEO_AQilla> ::launches the shuttle::
<SCO_Daimon> @<SFCO> ::Brings the ship out of the dark side of the moon, and initiates a standard orbit around the planet::
<XO_VanSickle> *All shuttles* Launch!
<Glordrail> ::getting a message that their are ships in orbit, has his ground teams prepare to fire on them::
<FCO_Vince> ::engages impulse engines and RB exits SB::
<CMO_Xye> $ XO: Well sir. The antimatter container would be a good mine or a good bomb to transport on their ship. I have a detonater in my medical bag I can slap on it.
<SCO_Daimon> @SCEO: Ok, prepare the shuttles for launch.
<FCO_Vince> ::Raises speed to 1/2 impulse::
<XO_VanSickle> $CMO: Hopefully we won't need to use it that way.
<XO_VanSickle> $COMM: CO: Rio Bravo is away.  Coordinates of the fighting?
<CEO_AQilla> $::matches speed with Rio Bravo::
<SCEO_Mason> @SCO: Aye sir....
<CMO_Xye> $ XO: Yes. But I always believe the real mission will always be worse than the simulation.
<Zy`tel> #Zy'Cil: Here, the back door.
<Zy`Cil> #:: follows as a distant building falls to the ground.. pushed over by the Elleb troops that just landed::
<FCO_Vince> $XO:  That idea we were about to try before the sim ended sounded pretty good
<CMO_Xye> $ FCO: Not as bumpy as last time okay? ::smerks:: XO: I'll take care of the transporter.
<Zy`tel> #::As they exit they see through the dust and smoke the ten story building that is their goal::
<SCEO_Mason> @::Makes one last check::
<Zy`Cil> # ::holds the fod tighter and hears more destruction behind them.. ::
<Zy`tel> #::Points:: Zy'Cil: There it is... we can make it.
<Zy`Cil> <food>
<SCO_Daimon> @<SCSO> SCO: Sir there are large amounts of Polaran intereference, it is making transporters inoperative, so we should only use shuttles
<SCEO_Mason> @SCO: Shuttles are ready to launch on your mark sir.
<XO_VanSickle> $FCO: Set course to the fighting.  I'll man weapons and try to pick off attackers.
<CO_TPaula> ::sends VanSickle the coordinates::
<CEO_AQilla> $::runs diagnostics on transporter system::
<XO_VanSickle> $CMO: Lock transporters onto as many Doman as you can.
<Glordrail> #::Seeing a group of the enemy fires on them, getting all but one::
<Zy`tel> #::Looking nervously about leds the way for the 12 block trek::
<FCO_Vince> $XO:  Aye.  Brace for atmospheric reentry
<SCO_Daimon> @*Ship wide* This the Capatain speaking, all rescue teams head for the shuttles, I want this to be a smooth but quick action.
<Zy`Cil> # Zy`Tel: right.. ::gulps:: right behind you.. ::hears the screams of Doman freshly killed by the invading troops..::
<CEO_AQilla> $COM:XO:  Sir, I do have another idea
<Zy`tel> #Zy'Cil: Stay close to the buildings.
<Glordrail> #::Grins and heads for the next group.  Has one team prepare some explosives for the gov't building::
<XO_VanSickle> $COM: CEO: Let's hear it, commander.
<CMO_Xye> $ XO: I'm going to get as many as possible. Maybe this time my plan can work.
<SCO_Daimon> @SCEO: Aye, launch when ready.
<FCO_Vince> ::approaches atmosphere at an angle::
<Zy`Cil> # ::scoops in close to a wall and spots a group of Elleb firing at a building near by::
<Zy`Cil> <scoots>
<CEO_AQilla> $COM:XO:  Can we use transporter enhancers to boost the signal.  It would mean that someone would have to go to the surface.
<Zy`tel> #::Fur on the back of his neck stands rigid; vestule tail twitches::
<CMO_Xye> $ XO: Is there any sort of radiation that will interfere with our transport?
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  Shuttles entering the atmospher discover the poloran are disrupting there navigational computers.
<XO_VanSickle> $COM: CEO: Can you beam an enhancer to the surface?
<SCEO_Mason> @SCO: Aye sir.  ::Nods to SOPS to give launching instructions, then opens shuttlebay doors::
<CEO_AQilla> $COM:XO:  Yes I could, but someone would need to operate it down there.
<Zy`tel> #::Smothers a cough and picks up the pace::
<FCO_Vince> $XO:  Nav Computers are experiencing interference...attempting to compensate
<XO_VanSickle> $CMO: Polaron radiation, doc.  However, my plan is to get close enough so that the radiation wouldn't affect.
<Glordrail> #::Begins to work his way toward the gov't building::
<XO_VanSickle> $COM: CEO: Include a comm badge as well, then.
<CMO_Xye> $ XO: Okay.
<SCO_Daimon> <SXO> ::starts directing crews to their shuttles:: Shuttlebay: Move! Move!
<FCO_Vince> $XO:  That makes sense
<XO_VanSickle> $FCO: How close can you get us?
<CO_TPaula> CSO: How are the shuttles doing?
<Zy`tel> #Zy'Cil: Eight more blocks to go.
<Zy`Cil> #:: follows Zy`Tel closely.. still hears screams in the distance::
<FCO_Vince> ::flies though the lower atmosphere::
<CEO_AQilla> $COM:XO:  Yes, Sir.  I could try to program the enhancer remotely. It would be more difficult though.
<XO_VanSickle> $COM: CEO: Go to it.
<Zy`tel> #::Sees most the buildings surrounding the Headquarters have been leveled.::
<CSO_Shiar> CO: there ok sir
<Zy`Cil> # ::drops a few loafs of bread.. holding the bag too tight in her hands::
<SCEO_Mason> @::Watches as the shuttles begin launching from the Sitting Bull's shuttlebay::
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  Fire aims up at the shuttles.  One is hit directly on.  The Rio Bravo looses power.
<CEO_AQilla> $COM:XO:  Yes, Sir.  ::begins to program the enhancers to boost the signal.
<XO_VanSickle> $::prepares weapons and shields::
<FCO_Vince> $:&##&$@*@
<Zy`Cil> # ::watches a fire ball ignite in the sky::
<XO_VanSickle> $FCO: Problem?
<FCO_Vince> $XO:  We've lost power!
<CMO_Xye> $ :XO: Sir. I might be considering being a tactical officer. I'm getting all these tactical ideas. Want to hear my newest one?
<SCO_Daimon> &<SCrewman> ::Flies down the lower astmophere, only to lose all navigational control....flies straight into the ground::
<CEO_AQilla> $Computer:  Program enhancers to boost the signal to counteract polaron radiation.  ::attaches a com badge to the enhancer.
<XO_VanSickle> $CMO: Save it!  FCO: Cause?
<Zy`tel> #::Sees the bright glow in the sky and wonders::
<SCEO_Mason> @<SCTO> SCO: Sir, someone is firing on the shuttles, some of the Scorpius' shuttles have sustained damage.
<CEO_AQilla> ::Scans the planet for refugees::
<FCO_Vince> $XO:  Direct Hit from the surface.  I'm attempting to reroute auilliary power
<CSO_Shiar> CO: the Rio Bravo was hit
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  Two shuttles unable to compensate for their navigational computers crash into the city, starting a fire.
<XO_VanSickle> $::tries to return fire::
<FCO_Vince> ::begins frantically tinkering with the console::
<Zy`tel> #Zy'Cil: Watch your step here. ::climbs over some rubble::
<Zy`Cil> #::glances around the street.. it got quiet.. the attackers noticed the fire too:: Zy`Tel: hurry! they are not looking for us! ::starts running::
<SCO_Daimon> @SCTO: Scan for the location of the weapons fire, and prepare to lock on and counter fire
<CSO_Shiar> CO: do you want me to give covering fire?
<CEO_AQilla> $Computer:  Raise shields::
<SCEO_Mason> @::Brings sensor readins up on his panel::
<XO_VanSickle> $::locks onto the Elleb anti-aircraft weapons::
<CO_TPaula> COM: XO: How are you doing down there?
<CMO_Xye> $ ::frowns:: Self: Yep. Gets worse than the simulation. FCO, XO: Anyone hurt?
<XO_VanSickle> $COM: CO: We're taking fire!
<Zy`tel> #::Races as best he can after Zy'Cil::
<CEO_AQilla> $beams enhancers down to surround Govt building::
<XO_VanSickle> $CMO: I'm fine.  Prepare those anti-matter bombs!
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  Weapons fire lances across the skies.
<SCEO_Mason> @<SCTO> SCO: Aye sir, targeting now....  ::Attempts to attain a target::
<CO_TPaula> CSO: Go ahead.
<Zy`Cil> #:: trips and all the food goes everywhere.. hurries to pick it up.. sitting in the open between buildings::
<FCO_Vince> $CMO:  We'll be dead If we don't get propulsion before we nosedive!
<CSO_Shiar> CO: with plesure sir
<Zy`tel> #::Pulls Zy'Cil into a doorway and hids::
<FCO_Vince> $XO:  I'm gonna try something
<CEO_AQilla> $::takes evasive action::  COM:XO:  Sir, do you want to try to beam over here?
<CSO_Shiar> :: aims at ground deffences and fires all weapons at them::
<FCO_Vince> ::begins using the thrusters, which still have power::
<Zy`Cil> # Zy`Tel: the food! I lost it! 
<CMO_Xye> $ XO: Umm... sir. We have no power. Maybe we can use the anti-matter to supply more power to the ship.
<Glordrail> #::Sees a young teenager before him::  Zy'Cil:  One less to become an adult.  ::Lifts weapon to fire::
<XO_VanSickle> $COM: CEO: I don't want to chance it.  Do you have tractor power?
<Zy`tel> #::Looks out at the food:: Zy'cil: Leave it.
<Zy`tel> #::Throws rod at the Elleb::
<SCO_Daimon> @SCTO: Once target is located fire a low radius high yield torpedo on the area, I don't want to take out any civilians.....
<CEO_AQilla> $COM:XO:  Yes, Sir.  Activating tractor beam now  ::activates tractor beam and locks onto the damaged shuttle::
<FCO_Vince> ::Makes the RB glide::
<Zy`tel> #::Pulls Zy'cil through the door::
<Zy`Cil> # ::slums a bit and then looks paniced::
<Glordrail> #::Jumps.  Is caught slightly off guard and his fire goes up the building wall, scoring it::
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  The children get away.
<FCO_Vince> $XO:  I goota hand it to the Runabout designers
<CMO_Xye> $ FCO: Any chance the CEO can transport us off and the Scorpius can auto-navigate another shuttle for us to transport on?
<XO_VanSickle> $CMO: Get to the engine compartment and prepare to add the antimater.
<CSO_Shiar> :: fires again::
<CMO_Xye> $ XO: Aye sir.
<FCO_Vince> $XO:  I'm actually able to glide us in, for now
<XO_VanSickle> $CMO: She's tractoring us.
<CEO_AQilla> $COM:XO:  I've locked on with a tractor beam.  Preparing to pull you away
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  The Rio Bravo heads for a landing amongst one of the ruins of a building.
<Zy`tel> #Zy'cil: Quickly, this way. ::Leds her to back of building.::
<XO_VanSickle> $COM: CEO: Negative.  Set us down!
<CMO_Xye> $ ::rushes to engine compartment and adds the antimatter::
<Zy`Cil> #:: follows:: Zy`Tel: thanks.. again.. ::blushes a little::
<SCEO_Mason> @<SCTO> SCO: Aye sir... ::Fires at the hostiles on the panets surface::
<FCO_Vince> $XO:  It looks like we're landing among those ruins, whether we want to or not
<Zy`tel> #::As they exit rear of building he looks up at the Rio Bravo coming down::
<CEO_AQilla> $COM:XO:  Yes Sir.  ::finds a good landing site and sets the shuttle down and lands herself::
<XO_VanSickle> $FCO/CMO: Arm yourselves.
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  The hostiles file back...
<Karriaunna> <Fire>
<CSO_Shiar> ::fires again::
<Zy`tel> #::Sees the shuttle is drawing fire::
<XO_VanSickle> $COM: CEO: Cover us!
<FCO_Vince> ::Uses thrusters to set them down...gently (sorta)::
<CEO_AQilla> $::grabs a phaser rile and exits shuttle::
<Zy`Cil> # ::hears the battle getting closer  and looks where Zy`tel is:: Zy`Tel: what is that?
<CEO_AQilla> $::lays down covering fire for the RB's crew::
<Zy`tel> #Zy'cil: Quick while they're shooting at that lets get to the headdquarters.
<XO_VanSickle> $CMO/FCO: Move out.  ::Powers up Type III phaser rifle::
<SCEO_Mason> @ <SCTO> SCO: Sir, I am having trouble getting a lock... too many friendlys in the area...  I can lay down some cover fire though, maybe get them to get their heads down.
<CMO_Xye> $ ::eyes widen and grabs a phaser::
<CEO_AQilla> $XO:  Sir, we've got to find cover and fast!
<Zy`tel> #::Pulls the girl along with him::
<FCO_Vince> ::Grabs Phaser and Bat'Leth and moves out::
<SCO_Daimon> @SCTO: Very well, but make sure you don't hit any of the shuttles, we want to be able to get them back.....
<Zy`Cil> #:: races off behind Zy`tel.. trying to keep up::
<XO_VanSickle> #::exits Rio Bravo::
<FCO_Vince> $CMO:  Not one of my better landings, but it'll do
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  The ships phasers penetrate through the beam, knocking a couple of the ground weapontry out... they also inadvertently hit some of the innocent.
<Zy`tel> #::Puffing and ducking as the shooting continues::
<Zy`Cil> #:: covers her head a sfire rains down from the sky::
<XO_VanSickle> #FCO/CMO: This way!  ::waives them toward a building::
<Zy`Cil> <as fire>
<CMO_Xye> #  ::rushes behind the XO with medical bag and phaser::
<Zy`tel> #::Dust is so heavy the fur looks white::
<FCO_Vince> ::follows quickly behind the XO::
<SCEO_Mason> @ <SCTO> SCO: Aye sir...  ::Lays down some cover fire, well away from any friendlies or the Doman::
<XO_VanSickle> #::enters building::
<Glordrail> #::Seeing the shuttle land, points some of his men that direction.  He continues onto the gov't building::
<Zy`Cil> # Zy`Tel: you look like one of the evil demons.. ::snickers::
<FCO_Vince> #::Ducks behind structure with XO::
<SCEO_Mason> @ <SCTO> SCO: ... but it will not be very effective sir.
<XO_VanSickle> #::thought he heard someone::
<Zy`tel> #Zy'cil: There, two more blocks and we're there.
<XO_VanSickle> #::aloud:: Hello?  Anyone in there?
<CSO_Shiar> ::targets ground weapons and fires phasers::
<CMO_Xye> # ::sees the wounded people:: XO: Looks like I've got work to do.
<CEO_AQilla> #COM:CO:  Captain, I've had to land the shuttle on the surface.  We seem to have landed in a firefight.
<FCO_Vince> #::Begins scoping around::
<Zy`Cil> #:: grabs Zy`tel as foot steps and voice come closer:: Zy`Tel: no.. no wait i hear something.. 
<Zy`tel> #::Hears a strange unintellegible voice behind him and grabs Zy'cil::
<SCO_Daimon> @SCTO: Well better for it to be slightly effective, and not hurt anyone than for it to kill equal sides of the coin.
<XO_VanSickle> #::aloud:: Hello?  This is Cmdr. Eric VanSickle of the USS Scorpius.  Can anyone hear me?
<Zy`tel> #Zy'cil: Enough... let's just get with the others.
<CO_TPaula> COM: CEO: Call us if we can assist you.
<FCO_Vince> #XO:  (wispering)  We may want to check in with the Scorpius
<Zy`Cil> # Zy`Tel: but.. the demons.. 
<SCEO_Mason> @SCO: This is not going as well as I had hoped.
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  A building catches on fire.  The cries of children are heard, coming from the third floor.
<CEO_AQilla> #COM:CO:  I could bring some of the refugees back with me.  Should I attempt to contact them?
<Zy`tel> #Zy'cil: They're behind us.
<CMO_Xye> # XO: The great thing about Vulcans. Our hearing. I can somewhat pinpoint their position. Even if it's dark. ::walks toward wounded with medical tricorder ready::
<CSO_Shiar> CO: there are take off and landing facilities on the government building
<XO_VanSickle> #FCO: Report our status to the captain.
<CO_TPaula> COM: CEO: If you can get any of the civilians, please do.
<Zy`tel> #::Can see the front doors of the Headquarters::
<CO_TPaula> CSO: Make sure the shuttles have their locations.
<SCEO_Mason> @<SCTO> SCO: My thoughts exactly sir.  ::Continues to lay down carefully placed cover fire::
<XO_VanSickle> #::sees a couple colonists::
<CEO_AQilla> #COM:CO:  Acknowledged.  ::begins to make her way to the ruins::
<CSO_Shiar> ::sends locations to shuttles::
<FCO_Vince> @::taps commbadge::#*Scorpius*: Away Team to Scorpius
<XO_VanSickle> #::waives the FCO and CMO to follow him::
<CO_TPaula> COM: Vince: Scorpius here.
<CEO_AQilla> #::finds her way to the XO, FCO and CMO::
<SCO_Daimon> @SCEO: What are the current status of the away teams?
<XO_VanSickle> #::sees the CEO join them::
<CMO_Xye> # ::follows the XO with a few children holding his arm::
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  The Sitting Bull team find themselves in a crossfire.
<Zy`tel> #::Gets to the doors only to find them locked::
<XO_VanSickle> #::approaches Zy'tel and Zy'Cil::
<Zy`tel> #::Rattles the doors and kicks them::
<CEO_AQilla> #XO:  Sir, I've appraised the Scorpius of the situation.  I'm going to try to take as many of the colonists as I can with me on the shuttle::
<Zy`Cil> #:: races up behind Zy`Tel and bangs on the door::
<Zy`tel> #Building: Let us in!!!
<SCEO_Mason> @SCO:  It seems they are caught in a crossfire...  unable to land sir.
<XO_VanSickle> #CEO: Acknowleged.
<FCO_Vince> @#*CO*:  We've set her down, and we're okay so far.  I'm not sure whether the shuttle can take off again yet, but we're making our way to the civs
<XO_VanSickle> #Zy'tel: Allow me.
<Zy`Cil> # ::turns to look at the alien::
<XO_VanSickle> #::motions the two aside::
<Zy`tel> #::Turns at the sound of an odd sound; shocked at the appearance of such a strange looking creature::
<CMO_Xye> # XO: Sir. I seriously don't believe we should be here on the surface. Shouldn't we get on the shuttle with AQilla?
<SCO_Daimon> @SCEO: Well, they need to land....and move out....even if its a few k's from the target area.
<FCO_Vince> @::catches up to the XO with two Domans::
<XO_VanSickle> #CMO: We're on a rescue mission, remember?
<CO_TPaula> COM: FCO: Acknowledged.
<Zy`Cil> #::gets away from the door as the Human draws a weapon.. screams::
<Zy`tel> #::Pulls Zy'cil to him and huddles in doorway::
<XO_VanSickle> #::points rifle at the door and fires::
<CMO_Xye> # XO: A rescue mission. Who will rescue us?
<Zy`tel> #::Flinches at the shot::
<CSO_Shiar> CO: there is an uncontrolable fire in the city
<Zy`Cil> #::goes quiet and limp in fear::
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  The door flings open... the heat of fire escapes.
<XO_VanSickle> #::ducks::
<SCEO_Mason> @SCO: Aye sir.  ::sends a message to the shuttle teams to land in a safer place, out side the city::
<Zy`Cil> #:: screams again as the flames are felt::
<CO_TPaula> CSO: Near the civilians?
<CEO_AQilla> #::feels the heat from the fire and ducks::
<XO_VanSickle> #Zy'Cil/Zy'tel: You two, follow her to our shuttles.
<Zy`Cil> #::looks at the human in confusion::
<XO_VanSickle> #CEO: Take those two to the shuttle, A'Qilla.
<Zy`tel> #::Cocks head trying to understand the stranger::
<SCO_Daimon> &<S Shuttle> ::Lands the shuttle outside the main city, grabs their phaser rifles, and start approaching city from behind::
<CSO_Shiar> CO: moving towards a large group
<Zy`tel> #::Pulls Zy'cil even closer::
<CEO_AQilla> #XO:  Yes Sir.  Zy'Cil/Zy'Tel:  Please come with me.  ::makes a "come with me" motion with her hand::
<Zy`Cil> # Zy`Tel: more demons?
<XO_VanSickle> #Zy'cil: We're not demons.
<CMO_Xye> # ::looks at the XO:: XO: Sir. There might be a salvagable escape pod a civilian can use.
<Glordrail> #::Looks up at the gov't building as he finishes off one of the last guards, a grim smile on his lips::  Sooo... we finish off another group in one fell swoop.  Stupid animals.
<CO_TPaula> COM: XO: We are detecting a group of civilians in danger from a fire, the CSO will send you their coordinates.
<XO_VanSickle> #Zy'cil/Zy'tel: Were from the United Federation of Planets.
<Zy`tel> #::shrugs:: Zy'cil who knows, but they are not Elleb.
<XO_VanSickle> #COM: CO: We're at the site, ma'am.
<CSO_Shiar> :: send coordinates::
<Zy`tel> #Zy'cil: Follow that one.
<SCEO_Mason> @<SCTO> SCO: Sir the shuttles are on the ground and the teams are making their way towrds the objective
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  A couple of Scorpius redshirts are hit.  They go down.
<Zy`Cil> # ::nods.. and steps carefully toward the CEO::
<Zy`tel> #::Stays close to Zy'cil::
<XO_VanSickle> #CEO: Grab as many more as you can.  Xye, Vince and I are going in to find more survivors.
<SCO_Daimon> @SCTO: Good, I want you to direct them into strategically spaced positons.
<Zy`Cil> #:;glanxces around at the odd beings::
<Zy`Cil> <glances>
<CMO_Xye> # ::wonders why they are calling an alien race demons:: XO: Sir. I  know I should pay more attention to mission reports. The Dorans are obviously a pre-warp civilization. Do you think it is wise to make them aware of the Federation?
<Glordrail> #::Has his team plant the bombs around the gov't building, then slides back into the ruins, waiting for the others to clear::
<CEO_AQilla> #XO:  Yes, Sir.  ::turns to Zy'Cil:: Zy'Cil:  Do  you know of any other survivors in this area?
<XO_VanSickle> #CMO: From what I understand from Capt. Mitchel of Kootenai Station, their technology is warp-capable
<Zy`tel> #Zy'cil: they have better weapons then we or the Elleb.. perhaps they can help.
<SCEO_Mason> @<SCTO> SCO: Aye sir... they are taking heavy fire, but are progressing.
<FCO_Vince> @::begins checking around for survivors::
<Zy`Cil> #Zy`tel: but they talk funny
<XO_VanSickle> #::enters structure, putting shirt over mouth and nose::
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  The XO finds a group of elderly people holding tightly to each other, praying...
<Zy`tel> #::Stares at CEO wondering what is being said::
<CSO_Shiar> CO: i'm picking up a massive retreat around the government building
<Zy`tel> #Zy'cil: Yes, they do.
<CMO_Xye> # XO: Have they used it yet? They're calling us demons like they are from some iron age.
<SCO_Daimon> @SCTO: If you can take out any of the ground troops that are fighting them, that coordinate with them, and do so.
<XO_VanSickle> #Senior citizens: You must exit the building.  We are from the Federation and are here to help.
<CEO_AQilla> #XO:  Sir, it appears the universal translaters are not functioning.  Communication is going to be a real problem.
<CO_TPaula> CSO: Maybe they've set an explosive there.
<CO_TPaula> CSO: Do you detect anything that might explain it?
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  The elderly look up in suprise, then saying their prayer of thanks to Demnial, follow him.
<SCEO_Mason> @<SCTO> SCO: Sir , I am concentrating cover fire in that area... it seems to be working.
<CSO_Shiar> CO: i would guess at a bomb
<FCO_Vince> @XO:  I agree.  They're not responding like they understand us
<XO_VanSickle> #Seniors: That way.  Go that way.  ::points to the exit::
<CO_TPaula> CSO: That's what I guessed.  Warn the AT, and try to verify it.
<CEO_AQilla> #::begins to make her way to the shuttle making sure that Zy'Cil and Zy'tel are following her::
<XO_VanSickle> #FCO: Take those seniors to the shuttle.
<FCO_Vince> @::Helps guide the Seniors toward a shuttle::
<Zy`Cil> #::follows the CEO and looks around nervously at the building::
<Zy`tel> #::Slaps side of head and dust falls from the furry ears::
<CSO_Shiar> COMM: XO: i think that a bomb has been placed near the Government building
<XO_VanSickle> #COMM: CSO: What?
<SCO_Daimon> @COMM: Scorpius: This is Commander Jack Daimon, it seems that you have gained entrance to the civilians. Take them out as quickly as possible and we will provide ground cover.
<Zy`tel> #Zy'cil: Too much dust... maybe now we can understand.
<CEO_AQilla> #::reaches the shuttle & motions for Zy'Cil and Zy'tel to enter::
<CSO_Shiar> COMM: XO: there's a bomb by the government building
<Glordrail> #::getting a message that the area is almost cleared of his people, begins the count down in his head::
<XO_VanSickle> #CMO: We have to get to the government building.
<Zy`Cil> #::bliks looking back at Zy`Tel and pauses to give her body a shake.. turning 3 shades of purple in the process::
<FCO_Vince> #::helps Seniors into the shuttle::
<XO_VanSickle> #::runs out of the building they were in::
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  The fire intensifies as it burns more and more buildings, moving swifter through the city.
<Zy`tel> #CEO: Where are you taking us?
<CMO_Xye> # XO: Aye sir. What do you have planned? Any idea how we'll get them off the planet?
<Zy`Cil> #:: sniff sniff:: CEO/Zy`Tel: burn... burning! smoke!
<XO_VanSickle> #CMO: I'm hoping Cmdr. Smith can fix the Rio Bravo.
<XO_VanSickle> #::runs toward the government building::
<CMO_Xye> # ::raises eyebrow and heads to the government building::
<CEO_AQilla> #Zy'tel:  We're going to take you to somewhere safe.  We're going to take as many of your people as we can.
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  A group of Doman, seeing the federation FCO, go towards him for help.
<XO_VanSickle> #::prepares to fire at any Elleb that get in his way::
<Zy`tel> #CEO: Can you take all of us?
<Zy`Cil> #::pats Zy`Tel on the back.. making him half white half hazey purple::
<FCO_Vince> #*XO*: Vince to VanSickle... I've gotten the Seniors in the shuttle, and other approaching.  Should I keep loading the shuttle for now?
<FCO_Vince> <others>
<Zy`tel> #::Smiles at Zy'cil::
<XO_VanSickle> #*FCO* Affirmative.  See if Smith can help you fix the RB.
<CEO_AQilla> #Zy'tel:  That's the plan.  We have two starships here.
<CMO_Xye> # ::jogging:: XO: Sir. I have a detonator and a small antimatter unit. I just hope that can help the Sitting Bull.
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  All the AT's hear a strange silence as the weapons fire seems to stop.  They can hear the crackling of a large fire approaching.
<XO_VanSickle> #CMO: Doc, there's a fire!
<Zy`tel> #::Looks at Zy'cil with a frown:: Starships?
<Zy`Cil> #:: looks up at the slightly brighter sky and dusty haze.. :: CEO/Zy`Tel: Burning!
<FCO_Vince> #::motions for the approaching Doman into the RB while keeping an eye out for Smith
<SCEO_Mason> @ <SCTO> SCO: Sir something is going on down there.... ::Looks at sensor readings::
<FCO_Vince> ::
<CEO_AQilla> #::looks around and sees the fire::  Zy'Cil/Zy'Tel:  You'll be safe in here.  I have to go to the other shuttle for a while.  Please stay in here.
<XO_VanSickle> #CMO: Let's get outta here!  Return to the RB!
<CMO_Xye> # ::jogging faster:: XO: Sir, I never said this. But I've enjoyed serving with you. Even though things haven't been smooth between us. It's been a pleasure.
<CSO_Shiar> CO: I don't like this
<XO_VanSickle> #::sprints to the shuttles::
<CMO_Xye> # ::following the XO::
<CO_TPaula> CSO: What specifically?
<Zy`tel> #CEO: Very well. ::Pulls Zy'cil toward him::
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  A few of the shuttle teams, with ships packed with refugees begin to return to the Scorpius and Sitting Bull .
<CEO_AQilla> #::Makes her way to the RB::
<XO_VanSickle> #*FCO* Prepare to take off if you can!
<CSO_Shiar> CO: they stopped firing
<Zy`Cil> #::hurrys to the small white box with dark windows and hides just in the door and starts to cry:: Zy`tel: mommy!
<CO_TPaula> CSO: Any clue why?
<SCEO_Mason> @<SCTO> SCO: Sir, there is a fire overtaking the AT's position, should I order them back?
<XO_VanSickle> #::approaches the Rio Bravo::
<FCO_Vince> #*XO*:  Understood.  ::Gets the last of the Doman in sight into the RB::
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  One of the shuttles are caught by weapons fire and begins a steep descent.
<CSO_Shiar> CO: well it can't be good
<SCO_Daimon> @SCTO: Tell them to back off, quickly....
<FCO_Vince> #::Boards and attempts to reinitialize main power::
<CEO_AQilla> #COM:XO:  Sir, I'm not going to be able to reach you.  Do you have power?
<Glordrail> #::Begins the timer... always liked the dramtics::
<CSO_Shiar> :: fires at ground weapons again::
<XO_VanSickle> #::enters Rio Bravo::
<CMO_Xye> # ::sees the Rio Bravo while enjoying the brisk... short run:: XO: You know sir. I miss my fifteen mile runs.
<Zy`tel> #::Stands behind Zy'Cil with hand on shoulder:: Zy'Cil: hush, we'll find her later.
<SCEO_Mason> @<SCTO> SCO: Aye sir. ::Signals the AT to fall back::
<CMO_Xye> # ::enters the Rio Bravo::
<XO_VanSickle> $FCO: Do we have power.
<XO_VanSickle> <?>
<CEO_AQilla> $::re-enters the Mississippi and prepares to launch::
<CSO_Shiar> CO: i'm picking up an increase of power round the gov't bldg
<Zy`Cil> $ Zy`tel: no.. all gone.. watches the fire rise over a local building::
<FCO_Vince> $XO:  I'm restarting main power.  It might work.
<Zy`tel> $:: Sees the CEO enter and punching buttons::
<XO_VanSickle> $FCO: Hurry!  That fire is going to overtake us in about a minute!
<SCO_Daimon> @<SOPS> SCO: Sir, shuttles are arriving back, do they have permission to board
<FCO_Vince> $::wishing he had paid a little more attention in the engineering courses::
<CEO_AQilla> $ALL:  take a seat.  we're launching.
<CO_TPaula> CSO: What sort of power?
<CMO_Xye> $ ::gets back to the power unit:: XO: Well sir. The antimatter is in the ship. We should have a little power.
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  The Mississippi launches, heavily crowed and sluggish.
<Zy`tel> $Zy'cil: Stay with me little one... I'll take care of you. ::Wonders who will care for him::
<SCO_Daimon> @SOPS: Of course, and tell the SCMO to get his team on the wounded ASAP.
<CSO_Shiar> CO: i'm not sure
<Zy`Cil> <..:: watches>
<XO_VanSickle> $CMO: Good.  FCO: PUNCH IT!!!!
<FCO_Vince> ::Punches console ... Rio Bravo powers up!::
<CEO_AQilla> $COM:XO:  Sir, do you have power?
<Zy`Cil> $::hides in Zy`tel's arms and crys harder::
<CO_TPaula> CSO: You're detecting power of some undetermined type?
<XO_VanSickle> $COM: CEO: We're getting power!
<CEO_AQilla> $Computer:  Raise shields
<Zy`tel> $::Looks over the crowd for anyone he might know::
<CSO_Shiar> CO: i'm checking up on it
<FCO_Vince> $All:  Hold On!  ::Hits the impulse button, realizing afterwards it was at 1/2 impulse::
<CEO_AQilla> $COM:XO:  Acknowledged.  I've launched and am heading back for the Scorpius.
<CMO_Xye> $ COM: CO: Umm... Captain. We're going to need the Scorpius to tractor beam us. We're low on power.
<XO_VanSickle> $CMO: How are our passengers?
<Zy`tel> $::Not sure they are any safer here than below::
<FCO_Vince> $::Rio Bravo rockets off the site::
<CO_TPaula> CSO: Target the shuttle with the tractor beam.
<CSO_Shiar> CO: weapons sir
<CO_TPaula> COM: XO: Have you gotten everyone out of that government building?
<CSO_Shiar> :: tractors shuttle::
<XO_VanSickle> $COM: CO: We're on our way.
<CMO_Xye> $ XO: I give this ship ten minutes. Then, no power. The passengers... they're crying like babies but besides that they're fine.
<SCO_Daimon> @<SOPS> ::Tractors the shuttles out of the astmophere as they exit, and brings them into the shuttle bay::
<FCO_Vince> $CMO:  Thank Kahless the inertial dampners are still working, eh?
<CEO_AQilla> $COM: CO:  Mississippi to Scorpius
<XO_VanSickle> $COM: CO: Negative.  We weren't able to reach that building, I think.
<CO_TPaula> COM: CEO: Scorpius here.
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  The Doman soldiers stand around, a bit in surprise as they suddenly have no one to fight.  With weary grins, the regroup at the gov't building.
<Zy`Cil> $ :;peeks out the window as the fire gulps up the city and sighs hard as smoke fills the wind::
<CO_TPaula> CSO: See if you can contact that building and warn them.
<XO_VanSickle> $COM: CO: Fire too intense.
<Zy`tel> $::Wants to sneeze from all the dust in the craft::
<CEO_AQilla> $COM: CO:  Captain, I'm approaching.  Need clearance.
<CO_TPaula> COM: XO: Acknowledged.
<CO_TPaula> COM: CEO: Granted.
<XO_VanSickle> $FCO: Best speed to the Scorpius.
<CSO_Shiar> :: contacts building::
<CSO_Shiar> CO: i could try to break the elleb
<FCO_Vince> $::hits full impulse upward::XO:  If we can at least escape the atmosphere, I think we'll be alright
<CEO_AQilla> $COM:  CO:  Acknowledged.  ALL:  Hang on, we're coming in for a landing.  ::Glides the Runabout into the Shuttlebay and lands safely::
<Karriaunna> #<Purl>::Hearing a comm from the practically dismantled communication system goes to answer it::
<CMO_Xye> $ ::does a few scans on the passengers and injects pain relievers in a few::
<XO_VanSickle> $COM: CO: Lock onto us when we exit the atmosphere!
<Zy`Cil> $::feels a gentel thud and looks around more paniced then before::
<Zy`tel> $::Feels the bump of the landing::
<CO_TPaula> CSO: Ready with the tractor beam?
<FCO_Vince> $XO:  We're not begin fired on are we?
<CEO_AQilla> ALL:  It's ok, you're safe now
<CSO_Shiar> CO: ready
<XO_VanSickle> $FCO: I don't detect incoming weapons.
<FCO_Vince> ::whew::
<CO_TPaula> CSO: Lock onto them when they exit the atmosphere.
<Zy`Cil> CEO: that depends on what you mean by safe.. alien
<Zy`tel> ::Pats Zy'cil reassuringly::
<CSO_Shiar> CO: will do
<Zy`Cil> ::looks arounhd for a place to hide::
<CMO_Xye> $ XO: Sir... about that polaron radiation. Would that effect anything else? ::pulls out hypospray ready to innoculate everyone::
<Glordrail> #::Watching various shuttles exit the atmospher gives a type of snarl::  Federation:  You do not have a clue what you are getting yourself into... good luck with the leeches...
<CEO_AQilla> *CO*:  AQilla to bridge.  I have a lot of frightened people here.  I need assistance.
<XO_VanSickle> $CMO: We're going to be tractored back to the ship once we get out of the atmosphere.  Hold on!
<Karriaunna> #COMM:  Scorpius:  Anyone there?
<CO_TPaula> *CEO*: Recruit anyone on duty... I suggest the medical staff.
<CMO_Xye> $ ::holds on to chair::
<XO_VanSickle> $FCO: We clear of the atmosphere?
<FCO_Vince> ::Rio Bravo barely clears above the atmosphere::
<SCO_Daimon> #<Last Sitting bull shuttle> ::Leaves the astmophere, carring the last remaining surviors, and is tractored into the Shuttlebay::
<CEO_AQilla> *MO*:  AQilla to sickbay.  I need assistance in Shuttlebay 1.
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  The tractor beam locks on and gently pulls the damaged shuttle onto the ship.
<CSO_Shiar> COMM: Unidentified caller: This is CSO Shiar
<XO_VanSickle> $CMO: Check on those people in the hold.
<CMO_Xye> <MO_Veridia> *CEO*: I'm there.
<Zy`Cil> ::sniffs around the air and sinks claws into a neat by seat back::
<CMO_Xye> <MO_Veridia> ::rushes to shuttlebay::
<CMO_Xye> $ XO: Aye sir.
<Karriaunna> <Purl>COMM:CSO:  Ummm... you called us?
<CMO_Xye> $ ::rushes to the people in the back with hypospray and medical tricorder::
<CEO_AQilla> *MO*:  I've got a lot of frightened people down here.  Bring as many people as you can
<CSO_Shiar> COMM: Purl: there's a bomb by the building
<CO_TPaula> CSO: Were you able to locate an actual energy signature consistent with an explosive?
<XO_VanSickle> $FCO: Good thing there is that tractor beam.
<CSO_Shiar> CO: the power readings are at critical
<Zy`Cil> Zy`tel: can we go home now?
<Zy`tel> ::Waits for instructions on when to leave the craft::
<Zy`tel> Zy'Cil: ::shakes head:: I doubt it.
<SCO_Daimon> @<SOPS> SCO: The last of the shuttle have arrived sir, and the SCMO reports that the injured are being treated.
<CO_TPaula> CSO: Interpret.
<Zy`Cil> ::sniffs and holds the chair tight:: Zy`tel: where's mommy?
<FCO_Vince> $XO:  We MIGHT have been able to make it, but it would have required taking power from everything else, almost
<CSO_Shiar> CO: the explosive's about to blow
<CEO_AQilla> *MO*:  Where are you?
<XO_VanSickle> $::feels the Rio Bravo land in the shuttle bay::
<CO_TPaula> CSO: Better mention it to them.
<XO_VanSickle> ::opens hatch::
<Zy`tel> Zy'Cil: ::softly:: I really don't know.
<CEO_AQilla> ::opens hatch::  ALL:  You can leave the craft now.
<CSO_Shiar> COMM: Purl: the explosive is about to blow
<XO_VanSickle> CMO: You'd best lead our guests to sickbay.
<SCEO_Mason> @<SCSO> SCO: Sir I am picking up a power increase in the main building.....  suggest we inform them to evacuate.
<Zy`Cil> ::looks toward the windows again only sees the shuttle bay:: Zy`tel: i wanna go home.. 
<Karriaunna> <Purl>::shrugs as no one answers and goes to great the men who are starting to come in::
<Zy`tel> ::Feels the fresh air rush in::
<Karriaunna> <Purl>::Stops::  COMM:  What explosion?
<CMO_Xye> ::helps people out of shuttlebay:: XO: Aye sir. I suggest you come to. You might have sprained something.
<FCO_Vince> XO:  Shall I help get these people to Sickbay or am I needed on the bridge?
<Zy`tel> Zy'cil: I know.  These people will help us.
<SCO_Daimon> @SFCO: Well, were all done here, plot a course for the nearest star base SCSO: Aye, do it immediately....
<XO_VanSickle> CMO: Excuse me, doctor?
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  The fire slowly consumes the city... the hot flames melting all in its path what it does not burn.
<CSO_Shiar> COMM: Purl: there's an explosive in the building
<CMO_Xye> XO: You were on the surface. They are use to the polaron radiation. You may not be. You'll have to be innoculated.
<Zy`tel> ::Eases Zy'cil into line to exit the craft::
<Karriaunna> <Purl> COMM:  Who is this?  Who are you?
<Zy`Cil> Zy`tel: they have no fur.. how do we know they are not working for the demon things?
<XO_VanSickle> CMO: Very well.
<SCEO_Mason> @<SCSO> COMM: Purl: Energy levels are critical... you need to evacuate immediately.
<CSO_Shiar> COMM: Purl: this is the USS Scorpius
<Zy`tel> ::Looks around the shuttle bay as they exit::_r_nZy'cil: Because they would have killed us by now.
<CMO_Xye> ::heads to holo-sickbay guiding people... puts innoculation fluid in hypospray::
<FCO_Vince> CMO:  I suppose I need to come to Sickbay as well?
<Zy`Cil> ::watches him leave and huffs:: self: oh.. Zy`tel: hey wait up! 
<XO_VanSickle> ::Follows the CMO to holosickbay::
<CEO_AQilla> ::motions to security to guide the refugees to sickbay::
<Karriaunna> <Pirl> ::whispers to her people who quickly begin to send out the word.  Evacuation begin.::  COMM:  Scorpius:  Thank you... I hope you are on your way to get the rest of us.
<CMO_Xye> ::enters holosickbay::
<XO_VanSickle> CMO: Well, you were going to show me this thing.
<FCO_Vince> ::helps XO and CMO get everyone to Sickbay, holo or otherwise::
<CSO_Shiar> COMM: Purl: we're working on it
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  Giving thanks to their god, everyone quickly heads out of the building.
<CO_TPaula> *XO*: Do we have the resources for another trip?
<CMO_Xye> <EMH> XO, FCO, and Injured: Welcome to my sickbay. Go to an empty biobed and a nurse will be there to help you.
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  As the last one jumps down from the last step, the building explodes into flames, throwing those too close outward.
<XO_VanSickle> *CO* We may need to make repairs before we make a return trip.
<CEO_AQilla> ::follows refugees to sickbay::
<CO_TPaula> *XO*: Make them quickly.
<SCO_Daimon> @SCSO: Very well done Lt. SFCO: Set speed for warp 7. SOPS: Send an acknolegement to the Scorpius. SCEO: Prepare for pre warp sequence.
<CSO_Shiar> CO: could we take the ship down?
<XO_VanSickle> CEO: Commander, see to those repairs.  Chop chop!
<Zy`tel> ::Eyes wide as he walks through the ship::
<FCO_Vince> XO:  What about another shuttle?
<CO_TPaula> CSO: Not that close.
<CMO_Xye> ::steps behind the XO and injects him with the innoculation fluid:: XO: There. Don't make any sudden movements. You might fall. This new stuff may cause drowsiness.
<CSO_Shiar> CO: we could land it
<FCO_Vince> ::stands next to XO ready to be innoculated::
<Zy`Cil> ::follows almost on top of Zy`Tel's heels::
<CO_TPaula> CSO: This ship does not land, Lieutenant.  ::looks at him::
<CEO_AQilla> XO:  Sir, I've got teams are working on the shuttle now.  It will take about 10 minutes to complete repairs.  We could be ready to go in about 15 minutes.
<XO_VanSickle> CEO: Good.
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  Everyone grabs up the wounded quickly and heads out away from the city and fire as fast as they can, some panicking on the way...
<CEO_AQilla> XO:  The Mississippi is undamaged.  It can go right now.
<CSO_Shiar> CO: i thought they all did.
<CMO_Xye> XO: Sir. You are free to go.
<XO_VanSickle> *CSO* Prepare another shuttle wave.
<SCO_Daimon> @<SFCO> ::Sets heading and speed:: SCO: Ready on your mark sir.
<XO_VanSickle> *CO* I'm returning to the bridge.
<CO_TPaula> CSO: If we crashland we are never going to be spaceworthy again.
<CO_TPaula> *XO*: Acknowledged.
<XO_VanSickle> ::heads to the TL:: Computer: Bridge.
<CMO_Xye> ::injects the FCO::
<CEO_AQilla> XO:  I'll take the Mississippi
<CSO_Shiar> :: makes preporations::
<Karriaunna> ACTION:  Another wave of shuttles leave the Scoprius to gather up as many survivors as they can...
<SCO_Daimon> @SCEO: Are preparations made?
<CMO_Xye> FCO: You are free to go.
<Karriaunna> ACTION: A few of the shuttles are lost, but most make it back to the federation ships waiting for them.
<CMO_Xye> <EMH> FCO: Have a nice day. Please come back to my holo-sickbay.
<XO_VanSickle> ::on bridge:: CO: We're getting as many civilians as we can.
<FCO_Vince> CMO:  Thanks Doc  EMH:  Thank You.  ::exits Sickbay::
<SCEO_Mason> @SCO: Sir, we have gotten all the civilians we can, but took a few casualties... let's get out of here.
<CO_TPaula> ::nods::
<SCO_Daimon> @SFCO: Engage
<CEO_AQilla> ::heads to bridge::
<CMO_Xye> ::helps the hurt::
<SCO_Daimon> @<SFCO> ::Engages, and the ship flies off::
<Zy`tel> ::Waits with others for a corpsman to look him over::
<Karriaunna> <<<<<<<<<<<<<<End>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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